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Send checks to prospective candidate and get feedback from verified referees.
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New

Retain and engage your talent for positive change


[image: Xref Exit]Exit

Gather feedback from exiting employees and target ex-employees to return.



By industry
Not-For-Profit


Health and Aged Care


Government


Construction


Retail


Hospitality


Aged Care QI Surveys



By team
Talent acquisition


Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO)


Staffing and Recruitment Firms


People and Culture







Platform


Features
Survey builder


Automated requests


People records


Reporting and insights


Additional checks



 
Integrations


Security and Compliance


Template builder



See Xref in action
Speak to our team today about your business, and see how we can help.

Request a demo
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Resources


Company
About us


Careers



Resources
Resource hub


Case studies


Expert videos


User guides


Blog



Blog
Xref and Engage Shine in G2 Spring 2024 Results!

Read more
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Pricing
Blog

Sign in


Request a demo



[image: Engage Logo]Give your people a voice with custom engagement surveys and expert advice

Smart tools to create, analyse and share data from Employee Engagement, Leadership 360, Onboarding and Pulse Surveys to make lasting, positive organisational change.
Request a demo

[image: Xref branded background with photo of woman in glasses smiling & three screenshots of Xref Engage dashboard showing employee engagement survey results.]



Xref Engage
Engagement surveys with expert advice for insightful change


Simple employee survey tools
Tailor your survey to your needs with an easy-to-use platform

Research-backed expert advice
Receive expert advice to achieve your organisational goals

Your surveys, your way
Maintain full control to create, send and receive your survey




Xref Engage Surveys
Simple employee survey solutions. Expert advice
[image: checkmark icon]Select an expert-designed survey: Give your people a voice and choose from short Pulse surveys to detailed Engagement questionnaires.

[image: checkmark icon]Choose a survey template or customise your own: You're in control to tailor your questions for key insights with actionable results.

[image: checkmark icon]Available globally on any device: Xref Engage Surveys can be completed on desktop or mobile so you receive feedback from your people quickly.

[image: checkmark icon]Access simple, powerful software: Easy to build and easy to measure, Xref Engage offers a powerful platform to conduct surveys.


[image: Screenshots of Xref Engage Manage Survey dashboard overlayed by questions asked in employee survey on mobile device]

Data insights and reporting
Clear insights to make real change
[image: checkmark icon]Benchmarking: Compare and contrast your survey results with competitors and others in your industry to understand where you stand out and opportunities for improvement.

[image: checkmark icon]Employment Net Promoter Score (eNPS): Understand if your people would recommend you as a place to work. Conduct repeat surveys to check and recheck the evolution of your score.

[image: checkmark icon]Reporting: With exclusive access to your dedicated Data Studio, explore and present key metrics and relevant insights in easy-to-understand reports. Download and share as needed.

[image: checkmark icon]Demographics: Gain detailed insights by sorting your data how you want. Filter and search by department, tenure and more to understand the needs of your people.


[image: Screenshot of Xref Engage dashboard with results of an Employee Engagement Surveys]

Why choose Xref Engage?
Expertise backed by scientific research
[image: checkmark icon]Reveal areas of organisational improvement: With a comprehensive suite of employee surveys, tailor your questionnaires to your mission and vision to achieve organisational goals.

[image: checkmark icon]Access leading experts: Combined with robust surveys tested by thousands of organisations, the Xref Engage team come with decades of experience as workplace psychologists and are here to help you curate your survey.

[image: checkmark icon]Easy to set up and manage: Create and send employee surveys from one place with our simple to use platform. See results fast as your employees complete their survey.

[image: checkmark icon]Comprehensive reports: You're in control to visualise and share survey results your way. Explore the metrics valuable to your organisation and share reports to drive business improvement.


[image: Screenshot of Xref Engage dashboard showing a priority matrix of an organisation's employee engagement survey data]
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Led by experts driving 
real change
At the heart of Xref Engage is a group of seasoned professionals who understand the challenge of improving culture, leadership and service quality.

Our research and decades of experience in giving employees a voice, enable us to tailor data-driven surveys to drive real change.

From our foundation as Voice Project at Macquarie University, we have committed to building a people-first platform that delivers deep, actionable insights at every stage of your talent journey.
Get in touch




Talent experts with a proven track record

4M
+

People have been given a voice

99%

Client satisfaction over 5 years

3000
+

Projects conducted

1000
+

Clients




Awards and accolades
User satisfaction for our survey tech

[image: Xref Engage is a leader in Mid-Market Australia Employee Engagement on G2]
High Performer (Mid-Market Australia Employee Engagement)
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High Performer (Mid-Market ANZ Employee Engagement)


[image: Xref Engage is a leader in Mid-Market Asia Pacific Employee Engagement on G2]
High Performer (Mid-Market Asia Pacific Employee Engagement)
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High Performer (ANZ Employee Engagement) 


[image: Xref Engage is a leader in Australia Employee Engagement on G2]
High Performer (Australia Employee Engagement) 


[image: Xref Engage is a leader in Asia Pacific Employee Engagement on G2]
High Performer (Asia Pacific Employee Engagement) 
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High Performer (Mid-Market) 
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Xref Engage Award Winners
Recognising organisations that accomplish significant improvements or attain outstanding levels of employee engagement and satisfaction.
Learn more
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A snapshot of our surveys

[image: Reference icon]Reference Surveys

Hire top talent fast and make informed, compliant hiring decisions with Xref's automated reference checks. Select from a range of best-practice HR questions to create a reference check in as little as 30 seconds, with results returned on average in 18 hours.
Learn more

[image: Onboarding Survey Icon]Onboarding Surveys

Improve retention and engagement with an Onboarding Survey. Foster belonging and speed up new hire integration by learning fresh insights from your talent on areas like role clarity, social integration, understanding of organisational values and more.
Learn more

[image: Engage Employee Engagement Survey]Employee Engagement Surveys

Measure employee perceptions, satisfaction and more with an in-depth Employee Engagement Survey. More detailed than a Pulse Survey, Employee Engagement Surveys uncover clear data and insights for actionable results.
Learn more

[image: Pulse survey icon]Pulse Surveys

Check and remeasure employee sentiment. Track organisational improvement over time.  Use a short, targeted Pulse Survey to collect frequent, fast, regular employee feedback on specific areas like diversity, career opportunities and more.
Learn more

[image: Leadership 360 Survey Icon]Leadership 360° surveys

Develop effective leaders with wholistic feedback from peers, managers and direct reports. Uncover strengths or learning opportunities with deep insights. Improve leadership performance and increase organisational growth with a Leadership 360 survey.
Learn more

[image: Offboarding icon]Offboarding Surveys

Learn from your people. Gather insightful feedback to improve departure processes and reduce attrition.
Learn more



What our customers say
Trusted by the companies you trust.

[image: Cancer Council Logo][image: Cancer Council Logo Colour]
Employee satisfaction survey: Thriving despite the world’s longest lockdowns
Learn more
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Employee engagement: Windgap is acknowledged by its employees as an exceptional workplace
Learn more

[image: Windgap Case study image group of employees]
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Employee engagement: Transforming aged care through a family model
Learn more

[image: Twilight Aged Care Case Study Image]
Over 300+ reviews on G2 and counting
User reviews have proven to outperform any other assessments in the consumer world. That’s why we’re proud of what our reviewers have to say.
Why users love us
4.6
out of 5

9.4
Ease of use

9.3
Quality of support

9.3
Ease of setup



Leading the pack across the board

Capterra
[image: Capterra rating 4.7 stars]93 reviews as of 18/05/2023

Google
[image: Capterra rating 4.7 stars]850 reviews as of 18/05/2023






Solutions
Discover how you can use Xref across your talent journey.

[image: Reference icon]Reference
Recruit only the best validated talent.
Reduce time to hire and secure top talent fast. Make informed, compliant hiring decisions with Xref’s automated reference checking software.
Discover Reference


[image: Xref Exit]Exits

Remember the best talent, now and into the future.
Collect, analyse and measure feedback from departing employees. Reduce attrition and improve retention over time by collecting consistent data to improve organisational performance.
Discover Exit






Recruit, retain and remember talent with Xref

Uncover data-driven, actionable insights with automated reference, employee engagement and exit surveys.
Get started
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Solutions


ReferenceEngage
New
Exits
Pulse
Not-For-ProfitHealth and aged careGovernmentConstructionRetailHospitalityTalent acquisitionRecruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO)Staffing and recruitment firmsPeople and culture
Platform


Survey builderAutomated requestsPeople recordsInsightsAdditional checksIntegrationsSecurity and compliancePricingRequest a demo
Resources


About usCareers
We're Hiring!
Why XrefResource hubBlogCase studiesTemplate Builder
More


SupportContactInvestor hubXref TrustSystem statusGlossarySub Processors
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